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In this chapter, Hughes argues that both technological determinists and social construc-

tivists have done interesting work, but neither group has provided the full picture. He

argues that rather than adhering to one or the other theory, one should examine how soci-

ety and technology both exert influence. Hughes acknowledges that people—in the form

of individuals, governments, corporations, etc.—direct the development of new technolo-

gies. But he also claims that large sociotechnical systems can gain ‘‘momentum.’’ By this he

means that at times it may appear as though certain large technological systems have a

mind of their own and cannot be stopped. But Hughes maintains that this is simply because

a large number of social groups (including corporations, governments, industries, and con-

sumers) have financial, capital, infrastructure, and ideological reasons for keeping such

systems going. Once certain large systems are in place, it is much easier to keep them

going and innovate ‘‘around the edges’’ than to radically change or abandon them alto-

gether. In this way, Hughes offers a compromise of sorts in the social/technological deter-

minism debate that helps to explain how both people and technological systems influence

and shape each other. He argues that the investment of money, effort, and resources to

develop technological systems can make subsequent efforts to change those systems very

difficult.

The concepts of technological determinism and social construction provide agendas

for fruitful discussion among historians, sociologists, and engineers interested in the

nature of technology and technological change. Specialists can engage in a general dis-

course that subsumes their areas of specialization. In this essay I shall offer an addi-

tional concept—technological momentum—that will, I hope, enrich the discussion.

Technological momentum offers an alternative to technological determinism and so-

cial construction. Those who in the past espoused a technological determinist ap-

proach to history offered a needed corrective to the conventional interpretation of

history that virtually ignored the role of technology in effecting social change. Those

who more recently advocated a social construction approach provided an invaluable

corrective to an interpretation of history that encouraged a passive attitude toward an

overwhelming technology. Yet both approaches suffer from a failure to encompass the

complexity of technological change.

All three concepts present problems of definition. Technological determinism I

define simply as the belief that technical forces determine social and cultural changes.
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Social construction presumes that social and cultural forces determine technical

change. A more complex concept than determinism and social construction, techno-

logical momentum infers that social development shapes and is shaped by technology.

Momentum also is time dependent. Because the focus of this essay is technological

momentum, I shall define it in detail by resorting to examples.

‘‘Technology’’ and ‘‘technical’’ also need working definitions. Proponents of tech-

nological determinism and of social construction often use ‘‘technology’’ in a narrow

sense to include only physical artifacts and software. By contrast, I use ‘‘technical’’ in

referring to physical artifacts and software. By ‘‘technology’’ I usually mean technolog-

ical or sociotechnical systems, which I shall also define by examples.

Discourses about technological determinism and social construction usually refer to

society, a concept exceedingly abstract. Historians are wary of defining society other

than by example because they have found that twentieth-century societies seem quite

different from twelfth-century ones and that societies differ not only over time but over

space as well. Facing these ambiguities, I define the social as the world that is not tech-

nical, or that is not hardware or technical software. This world is made up of institu-

tions, values, interest groups, social classes, and political and economic forces. As the

reader will learn, I see the social and the technical as interacting within technological

systems. Technological system, as I shall explain, includes both the technical and the

social. I name the world outside of technological systems that shapes them or is shaped

by them the ‘‘environment.’’ Even though it may interact with the technological sys-

tem, the environment is not a part of the system because it is not under the control of

the system as are the system’s interacting components.

In the course of this essay the reader will discover that I am no technological deter-

minist. I cannot associate myself with such distinguished technological determinists as

Karl Marx, Lynn White, and Jacques Ellul. Marx, in moments of simplification, argued

that waterwheels ushered in manorialism and that steam engines gave birth to bour-

geois factories and society. Lenin added that electrification was the bearer of socialism.

White elegantly portrayed the stirrup as the prime mover in a train of cause and effect

culminating in the establishment of feudalism. Ellul finds the human-made environ-

ment structured by technical systems, as determining in their effects as the natural en-

vironment of Charles Darwin. Ellul sees the human-made as steadily displacing the

natural—the world becoming a system of artifacts, with humankind, not God, as

the artificer.1

Nor can I agree entirely with the social constructivists. Wiebe Bijker and Trevor

Pinch have made an influential case for social construction in their essay ‘‘The Social

Construction of Facts and Artifacts.’’2 They argue that social, or interest, groups define

and give meaning to artifacts. In defining them, the social groups determine the

designs of artifacts. They do this by selecting for survival the designs that solve

the problems they want solved by the artifacts and that fulfill desires they want ful-

filled by the artifacts. Bijker and Pinch emphasize the interpretive flexibility discernible

in the evolution of artifacts: they believe that the various meanings given by social

groups to, say, the bicycle result in a number of alternative designs of that machine.
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The various bicycle designs are not fixed; closure does not occur until social groups

believe that the problems and desires they associate with the bicycle are solved or

fulfilled.

In summary, I find the Bijker-Pinch interpretation tends toward social determinism,

and I must reject it on these grounds. The concept of technological momentum avoids

the extremism of both technological determinism and social construction by present-

ing a more complex, flexible, time-dependent, and persuasive explanation of techno-

logical change.

Technological Systems

Electric light and power systems provide an instructive example of technological sys-

tems. By 1920 they had taken on a messy complexity because of the heterogeneity of

their components. In their diversity, their complexity, and their large scale, such ma-

ture technological systems resemble the megamachines that Lewis Mumford described

in The Pentagon of Power.3 The actor networks of Bruno Latour and Michel Callon4 also

share essential characteristics with technological systems. An electric power system

consists of inanimate electrons and animate regulatory boards, both of which, as

Latour and Callon suggest, can be intractable if not brought in line or into the actor

network.

The Electric Bond and Share Company (EBASCO), an American electric utility hold-

ing company of the 1920s, provides an example of a mature technological system.

Established in 1905 by the General Electric Company, EBASCO controlled through

stock ownership a number of electric utility companies, and through them a number

of technical subsystems—namely electric light and power networks, or grids.5 EBASCO

provided financial, management, and engineering construction services for the utility

companies. The inventors, engineers, and managers who were the system builders of

EBASCO saw to it that the services related synergistically. EBASCO management rec-

ommended construction that EBASCO engineering carried out and for which EBASCO

arranged financing through sale of stocks or bonds. If the utilities lay in geographical

proximity, then EBASCO often physically interconnected them through high-voltage

power grids. The General Electric Company founded EBASCO and, while not owning

a majority of stock in it, substantially influenced its policies. Through EBASCO General

Electric learned of equipment needs in the utility industry and then provided them

in accord with specifications defined by EBASCO for the various utilities with which

it interacted. Because it interacted with EBASCO, General Electric was a part of the

EBASCO system. Even though I have labeled this the EBASCO system, it is not clear

that EBASCO solely controlled the system. Control of the complex systems seems to

have resulted from a consensus among EBASCO, General Electric, and the utilities in

the systems.

Other institutions can also be considered parts of the EBASCO system, but because

the interconnections were loose rather than tight6 these institutions are usually not

recognized as such. I refer to the electrical engineering departments in engineering
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colleges, whose faculty and graduate students conducted research or consulted for

EBASCO. I am also inclined to include a few of the various state regulatory authorities

as parts of the EBASCO system, if their members were greatly influenced by it. If the

regulatory authorities were free of this control, then they should be considered a part

of the EBASCO environment, not of the system.

Because it had social institutions as components, the EBASCO system could be la-

beled a sociotechnical system. Since, however, the system had a technical (hardware

and software) core, I prefer to name it a technological system, to distinguish it from so-

cial systems without technical cores. This privileging of the technical in a technologi-

cal system is justified in part by the prominent roles played by engineers, scientists,

workers, and technical-minded managers in solving the problems arising during the

creation and early history of a system. As a system matures, a bureaucracy of managers

and white-collar employees usually plays an increasingly prominent role in maintain-

ing and expanding the system, so that it then becomes more social and less technical.

EBASCO as a Cause and an Effect

From the point of view of technological—better, technical—determinists, the deter-

mined is the world beyond the technical. Technical determinists considering EBASCO

as a historical actor would focus on its technical core as a cause with many effects. In-

stead of seeing EBASCO as a technological system with interacting technical and social

components, they would see the technical core as causing change in the social compo-

nents of EBASCO and in society in general. Determinists would focus on the way in

which EBASCO’s generators, by energizing electric motors on individual production

machines, made possible the reorganization of the factory floor in a manner com-

monly associated with Fordism. Such persons would see street, workplace, and home

lighting changing working and leisure hours and affecting the nature of work and

play. Determinists would also cite electrical appliances in the home as bringing less—

and more—work for women,7 and the layout of EBASCO’s power lines as causing de-

mographic changes. Electrical grids such as those presided over by EBASCO brought a

new decentralized regionalism, which contrasted with the industrial, urban-centered

society of the steam age.8 One could extend the list of the effects of electrification

enormously.

Yet, contrary to the view of the technological determinists, the social constructivists

would find exogenous technical, economic, political, and geographical forces, as well

as values, shaping with varying intensity the EBASCO system during its evolution. So-

cial constructivists see the technical core of EBASCO as an effect rather than a cause.

They could cite a number of instances of social construction. The spread of alternating

(polyphase) current after 1900, for instance, greatly affected, even determined, the his-

tory of the early utilities that had used direct current, for these had to change their gen-

erators and related equipment to alternating current or fail in the face of competition.

Not only did such external technical forces shape the technical core of the utilities;
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economic forces did so as well. With the rapid increase in the United States’ population

and the concentration of industry in cities, the price of real estate increased. Needing

to expand their generating capacity, EBASCO and other electric utilities chose to build

new turbine-driven power plants outside city centers and to transmit electricity by

high-voltage lines back into the cities and throughout the area of supply. Small urban

utilities became regional ones and then faced new political or regulatory forces as state

governments took over jurisdiction from the cities. Regulations also caused technical

changes. As the regional utilities of the EBASCO system expanded, they conformed to

geographical realities as they sought cooling water, hydroelectric sites, and mine-

mouth locations. Values, too, shaped the history of EBASCO. During the Great Depres-

sion, the Roosevelt administration singled out utility holding-company magnates for

criticism, blaming the huge losses experienced by stock and bond holders on the irre-

sponsible, even illegal, machinations of some of the holding companies. Partly as a re-

sult of this attack, the attitudes of the public toward large-scale private enterprise

shifted so that it was relatively easy for the administration to push through Congress

the Holding Company Act of 1935, which denied holding companies the right to in-

corporate utilities that were not physically contiguous.9

Gathering Technological Momentum

Neither the proponents of technical determinism nor those of social construction can

alone comprehend the complexity of an evolving technological system such as

EBASCO. On some occasions EBASCO was a cause; on others it was an effect. The sys-

tem both shaped and was shaped by society. Furthermore, EBASCO’s shaping society is

not an example of purely technical determinism, for EBASCO, as we have observed,

contained social components. Similarly, social constructivists must acknowledge that

social forces in the environment were not shaping simply a technical system, but a

technological system, including—as systems invariably do—social components.

The interaction of technological systems and society is not symmetrical over

time. Evolving technological systems are time dependent. As the EBASCO system be-

came larger and more complex, thereby gathering momentum, the system became

less shaped by and more the shaper of its environment. By the 1920s the EBASCO

system rivaled a large railroad company in its level of capital investment, in its num-

ber of customers, and in its influence upon local, state, and federal governments. Hosts

of electrical engineers, their professional organizations, and the engineering schools

that trained them were committed by economic interests and their special knowl-

edge and skills to the maintenance and growth of the EBASCO system. Countless

industries and communities interacted with EBASCO utilities because of shared eco-

nomic interests. These various human and institutional components added substantial

momentum to the EBASCO system. Only a historical event of large proportions could

deflect or break the momentum of an EBASCO, the Great Depression being a case in

point.
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Characteristics of Momentum

Other technological systems reveal further characteristics of technological momentum,

such as acquired skill and knowledge, special-purpose machines and processes, enor-

mous physical structures, and organizational bureaucracy. During the late nineteenth

century, for instance, mainline railroad engineers in the United States transferred their

acquired skill and knowledge to the field of intra-urban transit. Institutions with spe-

cific characteristics also contributed to this momentum. Professors in the recently

founded engineering schools and engineers who had designed and built the railroads

organized and rationalized the experience that had been gathered in preparing road-

beds, laying tracks, building bridges, and digging tunnels for mainline railroads earlier

in the century. This engineering science found a place in engineering texts and in the

curricula of the engineering schools, thus informing a new generation of engineers

who would seek new applications for it.

Late in the nineteenth century, when street congestion in rapidly expanding indus-

trial and commercial cities such as Chicago, Baltimore, New York, and Boston threat-

ened to choke the flow of traffic, extensive subway and elevated railway building

began as an antidote. The skill and the knowledge formerly expended on railroad

bridges were now applied to elevated railway structures; the know-how once invested

in tunnels now found application in subways. A remarkably active period of intra-

urban transport construction began about the time when the building of mainline rail-

ways reached a plateau, thus facilitating the movement of know-how from one field to

the other. Many of the engineers who played leading roles in intra-urban transit be-

tween 1890 and 1910 had been mainline railroad builders.10

The role of the physical plant in the buildup of technological momentum is

revealed in the interwar history of the Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik (BASF), one of

Germany’s leading chemical manufacturers and a member of the I.G. Farben group.

During World War I, BASF rapidly developed large-scale production facilities to utilize

the recently introduced Haber-Bosch technique of nitrogen fixation. It produced the

nitrogen compounds for fertilizers and explosives so desperately needed by a block-

aded Germany. The high-technology process involved the use of high-temperature,

high-pressure, complex catalytic action. Engineers had to design and manufacture ex-

tremely costly and complex instrumentation and apparatus. When the blockade and

the war were over, the market demand for synthetic nitrogen compounds did not

match the large capacity of the high-technology plants built by BASF and other com-

panies during the war. Numerous engineers, scientists, and skilled craftsmen who had

designed, constructed, and operated these plants found their research and develop-

ment knowledge and their construction skills underutilized. Carl Bosch, chairman of

the managing board of BASF and one of the inventors of the Haber-Bosch process,

had a personal and professional interest in further development and application of

high-temperature, high-pressure, catalytic processes. He and other managers, scientists,

and engineers at BASF sought additional ways of using the plant and the knowledge

created during the war years. They first introduced a high-temperature, high-pressure
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catalytic process for manufacturing synthetic methanol in the early 1920s. The

momentum of the now-generalized process next showed itself in management’s deci-

sion in the mid 1920s to invest in research and development aimed at using high-

temperature, high-pressure catalytic chemistry for the production of synthetic gasoline

from coal. This project became the largest investment in research and development by

BASF during the Weimar era. When the National Socialists took power, the govern-

ment contracted for large amounts of the synthetic product. Momentum swept BASF

and I.G. Farben into the Nazi system of economic autarky.11

When managers pursue economies of scope, they are taking into account the mo-

mentum embodied in large physical structures. Muscle Shoals Dam, an artifact of con-

siderable size, offers another example of this aspect of technological momentum. As

the loss of merchant ships to submarines accelerated during World War I, the United

States also attempted to increase its indigenous supply of nitrogen compounds. Having

selected a process requiring copious amounts of electricity, the government had to

construct a hydroelectric dam and power station. This was located at Muscle Shoals, Al-

abama, on the Tennessee River. Before the nitrogen-fixation facilities being built near

the dam were completed, the war ended. As in Germany, the supply of synthetic nitro-

gen compounds then exceeded the demand. The U.S. government was left not only

with process facilities but also with a very large dam and power plant.

Muscle Shoals Dam (later named Wilson Dam), like the engineers and managers we

have considered, became a solution looking for a problem. How should the power from

the dam be used? A number of technological enthusiasts and planners envisioned the

dam as the first of a series of hydroelectric projects along the Tennessee River and its

tributaries. The poverty of the region spurred them on in an era when electrification

was seen as a prime mover of economic development. The problem looking for a solu-

tion attracted the attention of an experienced problem solver, Henry Ford, who pro-

posed that an industrial complex based on hydroelectric power be located along 75

miles of the waterway that included the Muscle Shoals site. An alliance of public power

and private interests with their own plans for the region frustrated his plan. In 1933,

however, Muscle Shoals became the original component in a hydroelectric, flood-

control, soil-reclamation, and regional development project of enormous scope spon-

sored by Senator George Norris and the Roosevelt administration and presided over by

the Tennessee Valley Authority. The technological momentum of the Muscle Shoals

Dam had carried over from World War I to the New Deal. This durable artifact acted

over time like a magnetic field, attracting plans and projects suited to its characteristics.

Systems of artifacts are not neutral forces; they tend to shape the environment in par-

ticular ways.12

Using Momentum

System builders today are aware that technological momentum—or whatever they

may call it—provides the durability and the propensity for growth that were associated

more commonly in the past with the spread of bureaucracy. Immediately after World
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War II, General Leslie Groves displayed his system-building instincts and his awareness

of the critical importance of technological momentum as a means of ensuring the sur-

vival of the system for the production of atomic weapons embodied in the wartime

Manhattan Project. Between 1945 and 1947, when others were anticipating disarma-

ment, Groves expanded the gaseous-diffusion facilities for separating fissionable ura-

nium at Oak Ridge, Tennessee; persuaded the General Electric Company to operate

the reactors for producing plutonium at Hanford, Washington; funded the new Knolls

Atomic Power Laboratory at Schenectady, New York; established the Argonne and

Brookhaven National Laboratories for fundamental research in nuclear science; and

provided research funds for a number of universities. Under his guiding hand, a large-

scale production system with great momentum took on new life in peacetime. Some of

the leading scientists of the wartime project had confidently expected production to

end after the making of a few bombs and the coming of peace.13

More recently, proponents of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), organized by

the Reagan administration in 1983, have made use of momentum. The political and

economic interests and the organizational bureaucracy vested in this system were

substantial—as its makers intended. Many of the same industrial contractors, research

universities, national laboratories, and government agencies that took part in the con-

struction of intercontinental ballistic missile systems, National Air and Space Adminis-

tration projects, and atomic weapon systems have been deeply involved in SDI. The

names are familiar: Lockheed, General Motors, Boeing, TRW, McDonnell Douglas,

General Electric, Rockwell, Teledyn, MIT, Stanford, the University of California’s Law-

rence Livermore Laboratory, Los Alamos, Hanford, Brookhaven, Argonne, Oak Ridge,

NASA, the U.S. Air Force, the U.S. Navy, the CIA, the U.S. Army, and others. Political

interests reinforced the institutional momentum. A number of congressmen represent

districts that receive SDI contracts, and lobbyists speak for various institutions drawn

into the SDI network.14 Only the demise of the Soviet Union as a military threat

allowed counter forces to build up sufficient momentum to blunt the cutting edge of

SDI.

Conclusion

A technological system can be both a cause and an effect; it can shape or be shaped by

society. As they grow larger and more complex, systems tend to be more shaping of so-

ciety and less shaped by it. Therefore, the momentum of technological systems is a

concept that can be located somewhere between the poles of technical determinism

and social constructivism. The social constructivists have a key to understanding the

behavior of young systems; technical determinists come into their own with the ma-

ture ones. Technological momentum, however, provides a more flexible mode of inter-

pretation and one that is in accord with the history of large systems.

What does this interpretation of the history of technological systems offer to those

who design and manage systems or to the public that might wish to shape them

through a democratic process? It suggests that shaping is easiest before the system has
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acquired political, economic, and value components. It also follows that a system with

great technological momentum can be made to change direction if a variety of its com-

ponents are subjected to the forces of change.

For instance, the changeover since 1970 by U.S. automobile manufacturers from

large to more compact automobiles and to more fuel-efficient and less polluting ones

came about as a result of pressure brought on a number of components in the huge au-

tomobile production and use system. As a result of the oil embargo of 1973 and the rise

of gasoline prices, American consumers turned to imported compact automobiles; this,

in turn, brought competitive economic pressure to bear on the Detroit manufacturers.

Environmentalists helped persuade the public to support, and politicians to enact, leg-

islation that promoted both anti-pollution technology and gas-mileage standards for-

merly opposed by American manufacturers. Engineers and designers responded with

technical inventions and developments.

On the other hand, the technological momentum of the system of automobile pro-

duction and use can be observed in recent reactions against major environmental ini-

tiatives in the Los Angeles region. The host of institutions and persons dependent

politically, economically, and ideologically on the system (including gasoline refiners,

automobile manufacturers, trade unions, manufacturers of appliances and small equip-

ment using internal-combustion engines, and devotees of unrestricted automobile

usage) rallied to frustrate change.

Because social and technical components interact so thoroughly in technological

systems and because the inertia of these systems is so large, they bring to mind the

iron-cage metaphor that Max Weber used in describing the organizational bureauc-

racies that proliferated at the beginning of the twentieth century.15 Technological sys-

tems, however, are bureaucracies reinforced by technical, or physical, infrastructures

which give them even greater rigidity and mass than the social bureaucracies that

were the subject of Weber’s attention. Nevertheless, we must remind ourselves that

technological momentum, like physical momentum, is not irresistible.
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